Mechanical and failure properties of single attached cells under compression.
Eukaryotic cells are continuously subjected to mechanical forces under normal physiological conditions. These forces and associated cellular deformations induce a variety of biological processes. The degree of deformation depends on the mechanical properties of the cell. As most cells are anchorage dependent for normal functioning, it is important to study the mechanical properties of cells in their attached configuration. The goal of the present study was to obtain the mechanical and failure properties of attached cells. Individual, attached C2C12 mouse myoblasts were subjected to unconfined compression experiments using a recently developed loading device. The device allows global compression of the cell until cell rupture and simultaneously measures the associated forces. Cell bursting was characterized by a typical reduction in the force, referred to as the bursting force. Mean bursting forces were calculated as 8.7+/-2.5 microN at an axial strain of 72+/-4%. Visualization of the cell using confocal microscopy revealed that cell bursting was preceded by the formation of bulges at the cell membrane, which eventually led to rupturing of the cell membrane. Finite element calculations were performed to simulate the obtained force-deformation curves. A finite element mesh was built for each cell to account for its specific geometrical features. Using an axisymmetric approximation of the cell geometry, and a Neo-Hookean constitutive model, excellent agreement between predicted and measured force-deformation curves was obtained, yielding an average Young's modulus of 1.14+/-0.32 kPa.